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Abstract

Many scientific applications are written in a Bulk Synchronous
Parallel style, in which regions of pure computation are separated
by communication operations. Unless an existing MPI collective
operation can be used, these communication operations are usu-
ally written as separate message sends and receives, making anal-
ysis and optimization difficult. This style of communication also
reduces readability and maintainability by hiding the overall col-
lective pattern in a maze of individual messages. Instead we ad-
vocate directly specifying (collective) communication operations
in a domain-specific language. We further classify applications by
their communication patterns, in particular with respect to different
nodes’ knowledge of the applications’ patterns and the frequency
of pattern changes, showing how a language would benefit each of
these classes of applications and the requirements for such a lan-
guage.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.1.3 [Programming tech-
niques]: Concurrent programming—Parallel programming; D.3.3
[Programming languages]: Language constructs and features—
Concurrent programming structures

General Terms Languages, performance

Keywords Message passing, collective communication

1. Introduction

We argue that current semantics of message passing applications
are too limited to express many application communication pat-
terns directly, and consequently optimal HPC performance can
suffer. Many applications have structured communication patterns
that cannot be expressed at a high level, forcing users to imple-
ment their communications using low-level point-to-point primi-
tives. The Message Passing Interface (MPI) [12], often regarded
as “the assembly language of parallel computing,” is the de facto
standard interface for parallel high-performance computing. How-
ever, we argue that MPI is more then an assembly language be-
cause, while it offers numerous low-level routines such as send and
receive, it also supports high-level communication constructs and
patterns through collective operations. These collective operations
do not express single messages, but rather model group operations
that can employ very complex communication patterns in their op-
timized execution [2, 9, 11]. MPI’s abstractions and its capabil-
ity for defining complex process topologies (Cartesian or general
graphs) represent features of a high-level language.

[Copyright notice will appear here once ’preprint’ option is removed.]

The seventeen collective operations in MPI 2.2 support many
communication patterns found in scientific applications today.
However, this set is limited to collectives in which all processes
have the same view of the operation. Typical point-to-point com-
munication patterns, such as nearest-neighbor exchanges, do not fit
this scheme because the local views of the processes might not be
uniform. Such operations are typically implemented with explicit
point-to-point communications, that is, at the “assembly level.”We
note that the most general collective call, MPI Alltoallv, is able to
express most patterns, but this operation is neither scalable [1] nor
easy to optimize. It also does not support reduction operations.

In this paper, we adopt the abstract perspective that many com-
mon communication patterns—even those that cannot be modeled
by MPI collective operations—are, conceptually, collective com-
munications. If these patterns are implemented by means of point-
to-point operations, one loses abstract information about the con-
current communication and restricts optimization possibilities [6].
Also, point-to-point techniques force the user to descend into the
lowest level of the MPI interface and to specify the pattern manu-
ally, which might lead to less maintainable source code [8].

We assume that most applications are written in a Bulk Syn-
chronous Parallel (BSP) model [14] in that they execute in phases
or supersteps. From this perspective, it seems beneficial to enable
the supersteps’ communication to be defined as collective opera-
tions. We argue that this technique could benefit a large class of
applications and lead to higher performance and simpler imple-
mentations. In addition, several optimizations, such as automatic
communication/computation overlap and relaxed synchronization,
could be achieved with simple code transformations.

We discuss and characterize the communication patterns of typ-
ical scalable parallel applications that are implemented in the mes-
sage passing model. We classify the patterns into five categories
and provide guidelines for how each category should be supported
by the middleware and handled by the programmer. We show that
the current MPI interface does not support the collective specifica-
tion of many of those operations.

2. Communication Patterns

Multiple parallel design patterns exist for the parallel implemen-
tation of common algorithms, for example, [3, 13]. In contrast to
those, our work focuses on the algorithms’ communication patterns
and their efficient and easy specification and implementation; we
thus classify applications based on their communication patterns.
This classification serves as a set of parallel communication pat-
terns, and a parallel language or environment should strive to sup-
port those patterns at the highest possible level. We describe five
different patterns, evaluating MPI’s expressiveness for each.

2.1 Compile-time static

In applications with compile-time static communication patterns,
the communication structure is defined by the application’s source
code and is constant across all inputs for a given number of pro-
cesses. These codes tend to use simple, for example, Cartesian,
n-dimensional domain decomposition strategies. Codes that solely
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use non-vector collective communication, such as parallel fast
Fourier transforms, also fit in this category. These applications are
typically BSP-style, with communication occurring collectively at
given points throughout execution.

Implementation in MPI. Applications in this class often use
either dense collective operations or point-to-point communica-
tion along Cartesian grids. Dense collective operations are part of
MPI, and often optimized by the MPI implementation, sometimes
with acceleration in network hardware. Cartesian topologies, repre-
sented through appropriate MPI communicators, can be mapped to
the topology of a system’s interconnection network but still enforce
explicit point-to-point messaging along the edges.

Evaluation. The expressiveness of MPI for these applications
depends on the exact communication pattern. Global, dense col-
lectives are currently supported by MPI, with non-blocking collec-
tives (used to overlap communication and computation) projected
to arrive in MPI 3.0 [7]. Nearest-neighbor communications, on the
other hand, cannot be expressed collectively. They must be writ-
ten using point-to-point communication operations, which forces
programmers to fall back to the “assembler” level, in MPI 2.2;
the MPI Sendrecv function can aid in avoiding deadlocks, but that
function still creates independent send and receive operations. The
MPI Forum is currently working on adding explicit support for this
use case (“sparse collectives” [6]).

2.2 Run-time static

Applications in the run-time static class have communication pat-
terns that are input-dependent, but the pattern is fixed during a sin-
gle application run but cannot be compiled statically. These appli-
cations typically use unstructured meshes, with techniques such as
graph partitioning to find good parallel distributions of the input
problem. As in the compile-time static class of applications, typical
communication operations are collective (BSP-style) in computa-
tions such as sparse matrix-vector multiplication and elementwise
vector operations (often including reductions).

Implementation in MPI. This type of communication can be
mapped to MPI constructs, but not as directly as for compile-time
static patterns. A mesh in a file can be decomposed into load-
balanced subproblems using a graph partitioning algorithm. The
edges cut by the partition can be used to create a communication
schedule, which can be mapped onto the system topology by an
MPI graph communicator. Although the interface for constructing
graph communicators in MPI 2.1 is not scalable, MPI 2.2 adds a
scalable interface for use with larger systems [12, § 7.5.4]. Given a
topology mapping to the actual network, data can either be read on
the appropriate processor or redistributed after it has been loaded.

Evaluation. Operations such as vector dot products and norms
can be done using dense reductions, and convergence can be tested
using global reductions or broadcasts; all of these are directly sup-
ported by MPI. The unstructured nearest-neighbor communication
involved in a sparse matrix-vector multiplication, on the other hand,
cannot be expressed efficiently in MPI 2.2 without the manual use
of point-to-point operations. The aforementioned sparse collective
proposal for MPI 3.0 would enable high-level handling of this use
case.

2.3 Run-time flexible

In this class of application, the communication pattern changes dur-
ing the computation but the changes are relatively rare. Typical ex-
amples are applications using adaptive mesh refinement that reuse
the same mesh multiple times before the re-meshing step. As in the
previous two types of applications, run-time flexible applications
are typically BSP-style and communications occur collectively.

Implementation in MPI. A similar approach can be used to
implement rarely changing patterns as is used for static patterns.
For changing graph structures, such as adaptive mesh refinement
(AMR), less expensive partitioning algorithms may be used for the
periodic repartitioning steps. MPI graph topologies may still be
useful if the same communication schedule is reused often enough.

Evaluation. Run-time flexible applications map to MPI in basi-
cally the same ways as run-time static applications. However, one
must consider the tradeoff between the costs and the benefits of op-
timizations. Operations involving all processes symmetrically can
usually be done with MPI collectives, but the main body of each
algorithm cannot be, as in the run-time static case.

2.4 Dynamic

Dynamic applications have communication patterns that have lit-
tle structure, depend on the input, and change very frequently.
Typical examples are parallel graph computations, high-impact
adaptive mesh refinement applications that re-mesh every iteration,
and many n-body methods. Some of these applications are BSP-
style, such as partial differential equation solvers on fast changing
meshes, breadth-first search, and parallel single-source shortest
path algorithms. Those applications benefit from less synchroniza-
tion: Internal synchronization would slow down graph exploration
(finding all vertices within a certain number of links of a given ver-
tex), and sparse LU factorization uses mostly local synchronization
operations. Because of the very loose synchronization necessary
to hide communication latency in these applications, BSP-style
approaches are not typically used.

Implementation in MPI. Fully dynamic applications, such as
most graph computations, generally do not benefit from graph par-
titioning at all, so simple distributions are used. Dynamic applica-
tions tend to use non-blocking point-to-point operations for maxi-
mum concurrency, and purposely minimize synchronization among
processes.

Evaluation. These applications only rarely use collective com-
munication, and so hand-written message passing is necessary. Dy-
namic applications tend to use asynchronous messaging in order to
hide latency (overlap communication and computation); the logic
involved in managing the many outstanding requests is byzantine.
Because MPI requires send and receive buffers to be managed by
the application, it must also monitor each operation’s completion
in order to reclaim its buffers. Dynamic applications generally have
communications sent to processes that do not expect them; there-
fore, MPI ANY SOURCE must be used. When a message’s size
is also unknown, MPI Probe or MPI Iprobe can be used to deter-
mine it, but these functions cannot be used reliably in the presence
of threads [5]. One-sided communication operations or active mes-
sages are more suitable for these applications. MPI-2.0 provides
simple one-sided operations, but they are inadequate for sophis-
ticated applications such as graph algorithms. Active messaging
would model such applications well but is not supported in current
versions of MPI.

2.5 Massively parallel

This last class is mostly mentioned for completeness. Some paral-
lel applications, such as Monte Carlo simulations, require minimal
or no communication. Massively parallel applications in which all
nodes do roughly the same amount of work, distributed at the be-
ginning of the program’s run, can be viewed as BSP-style with only
a few giant supersteps. Many manager-worker applications, on the
other hand, do not have global synchronization or communication
except at the very end of execution.

Implementation in MPI. Massively parallel applications typi-
cally do little communication, and the communication structures
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are often simple (a few global collectives or a manager-worker
model). Many manager-worker applications are straightforward to
implement (e.g., through the use of MPI ANY SOURCE to wait
for work requests).

Evaluation. MPI works well for these applications. When com-
munication patterns are simple, the applications are similar to those
in the compile-time static class but with even less importance
placed on message-passing performance.

In general, MPI’s collective operations are predefined static pat-
terns that can be plugged into many applications. They are a large
step towards higher-level constructs (see Gorlatch [4]), but are only
partially applicable to applications that use sparse communications.
The MPI Forum has been working on various library additions to
support sparse applications. We argue that compiler-aided transfor-
mations could also benefit these applications.

3. Our Position: Collective Pattern Specification

The importance of message-passing is undebatable and almost all
message-passing models are implemented through libraries (MPI)
that are inherently constrained by limited contextual information
and requirements to adhere to standard APIs. Communication opti-
mizations that require information on the larger context surround-
ing calls to library functions require error-prone and non-portable
manual transformations.

An declarative specification that lets users express the what, but
not the how, of communication separates the description of com-
munication from its optimization. Note that unlike other parallel
language-based approaches such as PGAS or HPF, this approach
encourages programmers to think carefully about data decomposi-
tion and accesses, but relieves them of the need to write spaghetti
message passing code that mixes computation and communication.

The fundamental communication abstraction in our model is the
collective: A communication pattern that is run simultaneously by
all nodes and that is logically synchronizing between them. The
specification syntax uses a small extension to the host language
(e.g., C++) while leveraging the full power of the underlying lan-
guage (e.g., templates).

A compiler will be used to implement the patterns and opti-
mize surrounding code. Compiler techniques were proved effective
in communication optimization [10]; in our approach, the com-
piler optimizes parallel programs specified with a well-designed
collective language. Optimization techniques include message coa-
lescing, communication placement, scheduling, global pattern opti-
mizations (e.g., turning a linear gather into a tree pattern), and over-
lapping communication and computation by automatically turning
blocking calls into non-blocking calls. This model can be used to
implement four of the five classes of applications given above.

Compile-time static and massively parallel. For this type of
application, communication patterns are expressed as collective
operations with respect to an arbitrary processor i, quantified over
a set of processors. Since the language does not restrict the range
of quantification, sparse collectives are specified just as naturally
as dense collectives. In both cases, a compiler is able to derive the
global pattern and optimize it statically.

Run-time static and flexible. Our language extensions will sup-
port the use of run-time values to specify communications, allow-
ing patterns to be defined for unstructured applications. Compiler
analysis is more difficult for unknown patterns—much of the op-
timization would need to be delayed until the exact patterns are
known. The level of optimization applied would also vary based
on the reuse of the pattern. A potential issue for these applications
is that the full communication schedule is often not available glob-
ally; each node only has the portions relevant to it, and the run-time
matching of sends and receives must be definable.

Dynamic. Applications in this class, requiring arbitrary and po-
tentially unstructured communication patterns, do not lend them-
selves easily to specification in the form of collectives. Our exten-
sions would thus need to provide special mechanisms to specify this
type of communication; active messages with different termination
detection schemes, or similar, would be one possibility.

We accept that scientific computing needs slow transitions in-
stead of revolutionary new languages due to the high number of ex-
isting programs and the large amount of effort that has been spent
on them. We therefore propose extensions that can be incremen-
tally retrofitted into existing applications, with compiler assistance
to use the extensions to improve performance. Such a high-level
specification of communications will be especially important for
high performance on petascale and exascale systems.
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